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Abstract

plementation details, such as caching behavior. Hence our
focus, as in previous work, is on controlling internal leaks,
in which information about  variables is somehow transmitted to variables. This makes the task more tractable,
because we can control what is observable by the running
program—for example, we can deny it access to a real-time
clock.
More precisely, we wish to achieve noninterference
properties, which assert that changing the initial values of
variables.
 variables cannot affect the final values of
Given the nondeterminism associated with multi-threading,
and our assumption that thread scheduling is probabilistic,
we require more precisely that changing the initial values of
 variables cannot affect the joint probability distribution
of the possible final values of variables; this property is
called probabilistic noninterference.
A type system that guarantees a weaker property, called
possibilistic noninterference, was given in [10]. Building on
that work, a type system for probabilistic noninterference
was given in [13]. The restrictions imposed by that system
can be summarized as follows:

With the variables of a program classified as
(low,
public) or  (high, private), we wish to prevent the program from leaking information about  variables into
variables. Given a multi-threaded imperative language
with probabilistic scheduling, the goal can be formalized
as a property called probabilistic noninterference. Previous work identified a type system sufficient to guarantee
probabilistic noninterference, but at the cost of severe restrictions: to prevent timing leaks,  variables were disallowed from the guards of while loops. Here we present a
new type system that gives each command a type of the form
 cmd  ; this type says that the command assigns only to
variables of level  (or higher) and has running time that
depends only on variables of level  (or lower). Also we
use types of the form  cmd  for commands that terminate
in exactly  steps. With these typings, we can prevent timing leaks by demanding that no assignment to an variable
may sequentially follow a command whose running time depends on  variables. As a result, we can use  variables
more flexibly; for example, under the new system a thread
that involves only  variables is always well typed. The
soundness of the type system is proved using the notion of
probabilistic bisimulation.

1. An expression  is 
otherwise it is .
2. Only

if it contains any 

expressions can be assigned to

3. A guarded command with 
variables.

1 Introduction

variables;

variables.

guard cannot assign to

4. The guard of a while loop must be .

In this paper, as in [10] and [13], we consider a simple
multi-threaded imperative programming language in which
each variable is classified either as (low, public) or 
(high, private). Our goal is to develop a static analysis that
ensures that a program cannot “leak” the values of  variables. Of course, the possible ways of leaking information
depend on what is observable. If we can observe the running
program from the outside, seeing running time or the usage
of various system resources, then controlling leaks is very
difficult, because leaks can be based on very low-level im-

5. An if with  guard must be protected, so that it executes atomically, and can contain no while loops
within its branches.
Restrictions 2 and 3 prevent what Denning [3] long ago
called direct and indirect flows, respectively. In a language
without concurrency, restrictions 2 and 3 are sufficient to
guarantee noninterference—see for example [15]. Restrictions 4 and 5 were introduced to prevent timing-based flows
1

4. while # do skip !

in multi-threaded programs; unfortunately, they restrict the
set of allowable programs quite severely.
A recent paper by Honda, Vasconcelos, and Yoshida [6]
explores secure information flow in the -calculus, showing
in particular that the system of [10] can be embedded into
their system. Most interestingly, they propose enriching the
set of command types of [10] from
 cmd, for commands that assign only to 
and are guaranteed to terminate; and

cmd, for commands that assign to
might not terminate,

5. while # do $&%'(

variables

7. +* while ), do skip 

Example 3 shows that an if can have a  guard and nevertheless have a known running time; such a command can be
sequentially followed by a assignment without any problem.
Example 8, on the other hand, is illegal because the running time of the while loop depends on the  variable , so
we can’t follow it sequentially with an assignment to the
variable  . This example would be dangerous, because another thread could reliably determine whether is 0 or not,
simply by waiting for a while (to give the thread scheduler
a chance to run all threads) and then seeing whether  is 5.
Our typings also satisfy interesting subtyping rules. As
54
 . Furthermore, command types are
usual, we have
contravariant in their first position,4 and covariant in their
 cmd , because if
second position. Also,  cmd 
a command always halts in  steps, then its running time
doesn’t depend on the values of  variables. This subtyping
rule implies that example 3 above also has type  cmd .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the definition of our multi-threaded language,
which is the same as the language of [13], and Section 3 defines our type system precisely. The soundness of the type
system is then proved in Section 4, which argues that every well-typed multi-threaded program satisfies probabilistic noninterference. Finally, Section 5 concludes and mentions some future directions.

, for commands that assign only to variables
of type  (or higher) and are guaranteed to terminate;
and
 cmd

, for commands that assign only to variables
of type  (or higher) and might not terminate.
They then argue that in some cases  variables can be used
in the guards of while loops without sacrificing possibilistic
noninterference.
Inspired by this suggestion, we can observe that the command typings used in [10] and [13] conflate two distinct issues: what does a command assign to, and what is the command’s running time. This leads us to propose command
types with two parameters to address these two issues separately. More precisely, our new system will make use of the
following command types:
  cmd   , for commands that assign only to variables
of type   (or higher) and whose running time depends
only on variables of type   (or lower); and
 cmd  , for commands that assign only to variables
of type  (or higher) and which are guaranteed to terminate in exactly  steps.

With these typings, we can impose more accurate restrictions to prevent flows based on timing. In particular, we can
replace restrictions 4 and 5 above with the following rule:

2 The Multi-Threaded Language
Threads are written in the simple imperative language:

A command whose running time depends on 
variables cannot be followed sequentially by a
command that assigns to variables.

(phrases)

Let’s now consider some examples informally, assuming
that  and  .
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8

protect 9
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In our syntax, metavariable ranges over identifiers and 
over integer literals. Integers are the only values; we use 0
for false and nonzero for true. We assume that expressions
are free of side effects and are total. The command protect 9
causes 9 to be executed atomically; this is important only
when concurrency is considered.
Programs are executed with respect to a memory D ,
which is a mapping from identifiers to integers. Also, we
assume for simplicity that expressions are evaluated atomically; thus we simply extend a memory D in the obvious
way to map expressions to integers, writing DE-FG0 to denote
the value of expression  in memory D .
We define the semantics of commands via a sequential
transition
relation %IH on configurations. A configuration
J
is either a pair -F9GK2DL0 or simply a memory D . In the first
case, 9 is the command yet to be executed; in the second
case, the command has terminated, yielding final memory
D . The sequential transition relation is defined by the following (completely standard) structural operational semantics:
(UPDATE)

M dom -NDL0
-FOKPDL01%QHRDES $DE-FG0UT

(NO - OP)

- skip K2DL01%VHWD

(BRANCH )

DE-XY0:
Z 
- if  then 9  else 9  PK DL0[%VH-X9  K2DL0

Also, the behavior of sequential composition is characterized by the following two lemmas:
Lemma 2.2 If -F9  KPDL0b%VHWcdD^] and -F9  KPD^]_0%VHfe&D^] ] , then
-F9  *29  KPDL0g%IH>cihVejD^] ] .
Lemma 2.3 If -F9  *29  KPDL01%QHkeD^] , then there exist l and D^] ]
such that #malEmfn , -X9  KPDL01%QHWcFD^] ] , and -F9  KPD^] ]o01%VHfe[pVcXD^] .
The multi-threaded programs that we consider here consist simply of a set of commands (the threads) running concurrently under a shared memory D . We model this set as a
thread pool q , which is a finite function from thread identifiers ( r , s , . . . ) to commands. A pair -tq)KPDL0 , consisting
of a thread pool and a shared memory, is called a global
configuration.
A multi-threaded program is executed in an interleaving
manner, by repeatedly choosing a thread to run for a step.
We assume that the choice is made probabilistically, with
each thread having an equal probability of being chosen at
each step—that is, we assume a uniform thread scheduler.
We
u formalize this by defining a global transition relation
^v on global configurations:
q#-Frw0x9
-F9GK2DL01%VHWD^]
6yzG{+8 q|8
u
-Xq)K2DL0 ^v}-Xq}%frxK2D^]o0

(GLOBAL)

DE-XY0E
- if  then 9  else 9  PK DL0[%VH-X9  K2DL0

(LOOP)

q#-Frw0x9
-F9GK2DL01%VH-F9]FK2D^]_0
6yzG{+8 q|8
u
-Xq)K2DL0 ^v}-Xq#S rW9[]T~KPD^]_0

-!K2DL0 ^v-UK2DL0

DE-XY0E
- while  do 9GK2DL01%VHWD
DE-XY0:
Z 
- while  do 9GK2DL01%VH-F9\* while  do 9GKPDL0

(SEQUENCE)

u

The judgment -Xq)K2DL0 ^v}-tq]XK2D^]i0 asserts that the probability of going from global configuration -tq)KPDL0 to -Xq]tK2D^]_0 is
6 . Note that q(%Rr denotes the thread pool obtained by removing thread r from q , and q#S r>/9]T denotes the thread
pool obtained by updating the command associated with r
to 9[] . The third rule (GLOBAL), which deals with an empty
thread pool, allows us to view a multi-threaded program as
a discrete Markov chain [4]. The states of the Markov chain
are global u configurations and the transition matrix is governed by ^v .

-X9  2K DL01%VHWD^]
X- 9  *C9  2K DL01%IH-F9  KPD^]_0
-X9  2K DL01%VH-F9[] KPD^]_0
X- 9  *C9  2K DL01%IH-F9[] *29  KPD^]_0

(ATOMICITY)

-X9GKPDL0[%VH'`[D^]
- protect 9GK2DL01%VHWD^]

In rule (ATOMICITY), note that (as usual) %VHa` denotes the
reflexive transitive closure of %VH .
Note that our sequential transition relation %VH is deterministic and total (if some obvious restrictions are met):

3 The Type System
Our type system is based upon the following types:

Lemma 2.1 If every identifier in 9 is in dom -NDL0 and no subcommand involving while
is protected in 9 ,J then there is a
J
unique configuration such that -F9GK2DL01%VH
.

(data types)
(phrase types)
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(R - VAL)
(INT)

w-FV0x  var
. 
k

(SUM)

.y    Ky   
.y  ,>   

(ASSIGN)

w-FV0x  var Kb 
.  cmd 

(SKIP)
(IF)

 skip 
.y!
.y9 
.y9 
if 

.
.y!
  4  
.y9 
.y9 

cmd 


  cmd 
  cmd 
then 9  else 9    cmd ,/


   cmd  
   cmd  
. if  then 9  else 9   B cmd Y@y 

(WHILE)

(COMPOSE)

 
.y! 
 4 B
  4 B
.y9:  cmd  
. while  do 9<   cmd   
.y9    cmd 
.y9    cmd 
.y9  *C9    cmd ,W
.y9     cmd  
  4 B
.y9     cmd [ 
.y9  *C9   E  cmd Bxy 

(PROTECT)

.y9:  cmd 
9 contains no while loops
. protect 9<   cmd 

Figure 1. Typing rules
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Figure 2. Subtyping rules
The rules of the type system are given in Figures 1 and 2.
In the rules (IF), (WHILE), and (COMPOSE),  denotes join
(least upper bound) and  denotes meet (greatest lower
bound). The rules allow us to prove typing judgments of
the form /f6 as well as subtyping judgments of the
4
form  
  . Here  denotes an identifier typing, mapping
identifiers to phrase types of the form  var. As usual, we
say that phrase 6 is well typed under  if b6\ for some
 . Similarly, thread pool q is well typed under  if each
thread in q is well typed under  .
As an example, let’s show the derivation of the typing of
example 7 from the Introduction:
+* while ), do skip 

assuming that @-NQ0x

var and @-N+0E
.

by rule (SUBSUMP ) on (5) using rule (BASE), and
.),!

by rule (SUM) on (4) and (6). Next
 skip !

. skip 

cmd fK

cmd

cmd 

(10)

4

.}* while ),/ do skip 

(2)

cmd 

(11)
34

by the second rule (COMPOSE) on (3) and (10), since
 ,  
, and  / .
We now give some discussion of the typing rules.
The first (IF) rule says that an if statement takes ,
steps if both its branches take  steps. This rule can sometimes be used to “pad” a command to eliminate timing
leaks, as in the transformation approach proposed by Johan
Agat [1]. For example, if  and  , then the thread

(3)

from rule (R - VAL) and

if  then

/ ? *@$ ?

(5)

else

by rule (INT), which gives
.}!

(9)

by rule (WHILE) on (7) and (9), since 
 (by rule
a4
(REFLEX)) and
 (by rule ( BASE)), and since  

 . And finally, we get

by rule (SUBSUMP) on (2) using the third rule (CMD). Next
we have
.;!
(4)

.

cmd

 while ), do skip 

var. We have

by rule (ASSIGN) on (1), and
y}

(8)

by rule (SUBSUMP ) on (8) using the third rule (CMD).
Hence we get

(1)

cmd 

cmd 

by rule (SKIP), and hence

by rule (INT). Then we get
.3

(7)

/), ;
/

(6)
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is dangerous, because the time at which  is assigned 0 depends on the value of . And this program is not well typed
under our rules—the then branch of the if has type  cmd "
and the else branch has type  cmd  , which means that
the first (IF) rule does not apply. Instead we must coerce
the two branches to type  cmd and use the second (IF)
rule, which gives the if type  cmd  . But this makes it
illegal (under the second rule (COMPOSE)) to sequentially
compose the if with the assignment .( , which has type
4$
cmd  , and Z
. To make the program well typed, we
can pad the else branch to /b,a* skip, which has type
 cmd " . Now we can type the if using the first ( IF) rule,
giving it type  cmd  , and then we can give the thread
type cmd  , using the first rule (COMPOSE). It should
be noted, however, that Agat’s transformation approach is
more general that what we can achieve here.
The second rule (IF) is rather complex. One might hope
that we could exploit subtyping to simplify the rule, but this
is not possible here. We would not want to coerce the type
of  up to B , because then it would appear that the execution
time of the if depends on   variables. Nor would we want
to coerce the types of 9  and 9  to   cmd  , because then
it would appear that the if can assign to   variables.
We can, however, specialize the second rule (IF) to a pair
of rules in the case where and  are the only security
levels; the same specialization can be done to rule (WHILE)
and the second rule (COMPOSE). The specialized typing
rules are shown in Figure 3.
4 
in rule (WHILE) is perhaps surThe constraint  
1
prising, but the typing rules are unsound without it. The
problem is that while  do 9 implicitly involves sequential
composition of 9 and the entire loop, as shown in the second rule (LOOP). As a result, if 9 ’s running time depends
on  variables, then 9 must not assign to variables. For
example,
if is  and  is , then without the constraint
  4  in rule ( WHILE), the following program would be
well typed:
while  do
(y, ; while

thereby masking any timing differences resulting from different values of .

4 Properties of the Type System
In this section, we formally establish the properties of
the type system. We begin with a lemma that shows that the
type system does not restrict a thread at all unless the thread
involves both and  variables:
Lemma 4.1 Any command involving only variables has
type cmd . Any command involving only  variables
has type  cmd  .
Note this is certainly not the case for the type system of
[13], since (for example) that system disallows  variables
in the guards of while loops.
Now we establish the soundness of the type system.
Lemma 4.2 (Simple Security) If R
only variables.
Proof. By induction on the structure of  .
Lemma 4.3 (Confinement) If 9<
does not assign to any variables.

cmd  , then 9

Proof. By induction on the structure of 9 .
Lemma 4.4 (Subject Reduction) Suppose that -X9GKPDL0[%QH
-F9[]XKPD^]o0 . If 9R   cmd   , then 3z9[])   cmd   .
And if .y9<  cmd  then y9[]^  cmd -Fy%a0 .
Proof. By induction on the structure of 9 .
The result holds vacuously if 9 is of the form = ,
skip, or protect 9[] .
If 9 is of the form if  then 9  else 9  , then 9[] is either 9 
or 9  . Now, if 9 has type  cmd  , then it must be typed
by the first rule (IF), which implies that both 9  and 9  have
type  cmd -N%'Y0 . And if 9 has type   cmd   , then it
is typed either
with the first rule (IF) (using the fact that
4  
  cmd 
cmd   ), or with the second rule (IF). In

the first case, 9 and 9  have type   cmd  , which implies
that they also have type Y cmd B . In the second case, 9 
4 
and 9  have type  cmd   , for some   with  
. So
they have type  cmd  as well, by rule (SUBSUMP ).
If 9 is of the form while  do 9  , then 9] is of the form
9 *C9 . In this case, 9 cannot have type  cmd  ; it must
have type  cmd  by rule (WHILE). Hence 9  has type
 cmd   for some   with   4  and   4  . Therefore,
by the second rule (COMPOSE), 9  *29 has type Y cmd B .2
Finally, if 9 is of the form 9  *C9  , then 9[] is either 9  (if

-F9 KPDL0[%VHRD^] ) or 9[] *29  (if -F9  K2DL01%VH-F9[] KPD^]_0 ). If 9 has type

do skip)

Note that E, has type cmd and while do skip
has type  cmd  , so the loop body has type cmd  .
4  
Hence, without the constraint 
, the while loop can
be given type cmd  . But the loop is dangerous—if 
 , then  is incremented only once, and if Z , then  is
incremented repeatedly.
Finally, we note that protect 9 takes a command that is
guaranteed to terminate and makes it appear to run in just
one step. This gives another way of dealing with the example program discussed above; rather than padding the else
branch, we can just protect the if (or just its then branch),
1 Indeed,

, then contains

2 Note

I did not originally notice the need for it.

6

that this last step would fail without the constraint Pd1 .

(IF)

y
y9 
y9 


if 

  cmd 
  cmd  
then 9  else 9     cmd  

y
y9   cmd 
y9   cmd 
 if  then 9  else 9  
 

(WHILE)

cmd 

y
  4  

y9:   cmd  


while  do 9<  cmd 
y
y9: cmd 


while  do 9<

(COMPOSE)

cmd 

y9     cmd
y9     cmd  
y9  *C9   Y cmd B
 y9

y9
y9

   cmd 
 
  cmd 
 *C9    cmd 

Figure 3. Typing rules specialized to
 cmd  , then it must be typed by the first rule ( COMPOSE )
which means that 9  has type  cmd  and 9  has type
 cmd  for some  and  with ),$g5 . If 9[] is 9  , then
we must have W , so 9  has type  cmd -F.%'Y0 . If 9 ]
is 9] *29  , then by induction 9] has type  cmd -X&%'Y0 , and
therefore 9[] has type  cmd -X)%ad,>X0!  cmd -N.%'Y0 .
And if 9 has type  cmd  , then it must be typed by
the second rule (COMPOSE) which means that 9  has type
  cmd   and 9  has type  cmd  , for some   ,   ,
 , and  satisfying the subtyping constraints   4 B ,
  4 B , B 4  ,  4   , and  4 B . Now, if 9]
is 9  , then by rule (SUBSUMP) it also has type Y cmd B ,
4 
since  cmd 
cmd  . And if 9[] is 9[] *29  , then by

induction 9[] has type  cmd   , and therefore 9[] has type
 cmd  .

Lemma 4.5 If 
 (9R  cmd  and dom -FDL0y
then -X9GKPDL0[%VH>D ] for some D ] .

spect to  , written D¡:¢O , if D , , and  have the same domain and D and agree on all variables.
We now explore the behavior of a well-typed command
9 when run under two equivalent memories. We begin with

a Mutual Termination lemma for while-free programs:
Lemma 4.6 (Mutual Termination) Let 9 be a command
containing no while loops. If 9 is well typed under  , D¡ ¢ ,
and -X9GKPDL0[%QHa`1D^] , then there is a ] such that -X9GKC£01%QHa`B]
and D^]_¡ ¢ ] .
Proof. Similar to Lemma 5.6 of [13].
In the context of multi-threaded programs, however, it is
not enough to consider only the final memory resulting from
the execution of 9 (as in the Mutual Termination lemma); we
must also consider timing. The key property that lets us establish probabilistic noninterference is this: if a well-typed
command 9 is run under two equivalent memories, it makes
exactly the same sequence of assignments to variables, at
the same times. Hence the two memories will remain equivalent after every execution step. (Note however that 9 may
terminate faster under one memory than the other; but then
the slower execution will not make any more assignments
to variables.)

dom -o^0 ,

Proof. The only commands with type  cmd  are W3 ,
skip, and protect 9  . The result is immediate in the first
two cases; in the case of protect 9  we note that if 9  is
well typed and free of while loops, then 9  is guaranteed to
terminate.
Definition 4.1 Memories D and

and 

are equivalent with re7

9j© ,

Here’s an example that illustrates some of the working of
the type system. Suppose that 9 is a well-typed command
of the form
- if  then 9  else 9  01*29  A

9 and © both have type 

cmd  , or

9 has standard form 9  *29  *29  *ABAA[*C9¦ , © has standard
form ©  *C9  *C9  *BAABA*29B¦ , for some  , and 9  and ©  both
have type  cmd  for some  .

What happens when 9 is run under two equivalent memories D and ? If  , then DE-XG0W¤¥-XY0 by Simple
Security, and hence both executions will choose the same
branch. If, instead, /: , then the two executions may
choose different branches. But if the if is typed using the
first rule (IF), then both branches have type  cmd  for
some  . Therefore neither branch assigns to variables,
by Confinement, and both branches terminate after  steps,
by Subject Reduction. Hence both executions will reach 9 
at the same time, and the memories will still be equivalent.
And if the if is typed using the second rule (IF), then it gets
type  cmd  , which is also the type given to each branch.
Again, neither branch assigns to variables, by Confinement. Now, in this case the two branches may not terminate
at the same time—indeed, one may terminate and the other
may not. But the entire command - if  then 9  else 9  01*C9 
will have to be typed by the second rule (COMPOSE), which
means that 9   cmd  . Hence 9  makes no assignments
to variables, which means that, as far as variables are
concerned, it doesn’t matter when (or even whether) 9  is
executed.
To formalize these ideas, we need to define a notion of
equivalence on configurations; then we can argue that %IH
takes equivalent configurations to equivalent configurations.
But first we make some observations about sequential composition. Any command 9 can be written in the standard
form

We extend the notion of equivalence
to configurations by
J
saying
that
configurations
and
ª are equivalent, written
J
¡:¢ª , if any of the following four cases applies:
J

is of the form -F9GK2DL0 , ª
and D¡:¢¬ .
J

is of the form -F9GK2DL0 , ª
cmd  , and D¡:¢O .


J

is of the form -X©£K«+0 , 9B¡:¢O© ,
is of the form , 9 has type

is of the form D , ª is of the form -X©£K«+0 , © has type
cmd  , and D¡:¢O .


J

is of the form D , ª

is of the form , and D¡ ¢

(In effect, we are saying that a command of type 
is equivalent to a terminated command.)

.
cmd 

Theorem 4.7 (Sequential Noninterference)
Suppose that
J
-F9GK2DL02¡ ¢ -F©IKC+0 , -X9GKPDL0[%VH
] , and -X©£K«+01%¥HWª] .
Then
J
]¡ ¢ ª ].
Proof. We begin by dealing with the case when 9 and © both
have type  cmd  , for some  . In this case, by the Confinement Lemma, neitherJ 9 nor © assigns to any variables.
Hence
the memories of ] and ª] remain equivalent. Now,
J
if ] is of the form -X9[]tKPD^]_0 and ª] is of the form -F©O]tKC]o0 ,
then by the Subject Reduction Lemma, 9[] and ©] both J have
type  cmd  , which gives 9]_¡:¢O©] . The cases when ] is
of the form D^] and/or ª] is of the form ] are similar.
Now consider the case where 9 and © do not both have
type  cmd  . Let 9 have standard form 9  *29  *C9  *BAAA*29¦ .
We can see from the definition of ¡ ¢ that either 9:}© or ©
has standard form ©  *29  *C9  *BAAA*29 ¦ , where 9  and ©  both
have type  cmd  for some  .
In the latter case, we have by the Confinement Lemma
©  assigns to any
that neither 9  nor
variables. Hence
J
the memories of ] and ª] are equivalent.
And if } ,
J
then by the Subject Reduction Lemma, ] and ª] are of the
form -F9 ] *29  *29  *AABA*C9¦¬KPD ] 0 and -X© ] *29  *29  *ABAAB*29¦¬K« ] 0 , respectively,
where 9[] and ©] both have type
 cmd -N.%a0 .
J
J
Thus ]N¡:¢ª] . And if ®¯ , then ] and ª] are of
the form -F9  *29  *AJ ABA*C9¦¬KPD^]_0 and -F9  *29  *ABAA[*C9¦¬KC+]i0 , respectively.3 So again ]_¡:¢Oª] .
We are left, finally, with the case where 9°© . Let them
have standard form 9  *C9  *C9  *BAABA*29 ¦ and consider in turn
each of the possible forms of 9  :

-ABAAB-2-F9  *29  10 *C9  01*ABAA01*C9¦
for some >§¨ , where 9  is not a sequential composition
(but 9  through 9¦ might be sequential compositions). If we

adopt the convention that sequential composition associates
to the left, then we can write this more simply as
9  *C9  *C9  *BAAAB*29¦A

Now, if 9 is executed, it follows from the (SEQUENCE) rules
that the first execution step touches only 9  ; that is, we have
either
-X9  *C9  *C9  *BAAAB*29 ¦ KPDL01%QH-X9  *C9  *BAAAB*29 ¦ KPD ] 01K

if -F9  KPDL0[%IH>D^] , or else
-X9  *C9  *C9  *BAAAB*29 ¦ KPDL01%QH-X9 ] C* 9  *C9  *BAAAB*29 ¦ KPD ] 01K

if -X9  K2DL01%VH-F9 ] KPD ] 0 . Now we define our notion of equivalence on commands:
Definition 4.2 We say that commands 9 and © are equivalent with respect to  , written 9B¡:¢© , if 9 and © are both well
typed under  and either

3 Actually, if ±y²³ then ´¶µ and ·¸µ are just ¹µ and ºµ here. We’ll
ignore this point in the rest of this proof.
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Case  . In this case, we have that

J

Case protect 9 2 . By rule (PROTECT), 9 C contains no
while loops. Hence this case follows from the Mutual
Termination lemma.

] is

-X9  *C9  *BAABA*29B¦OKPDES DE-FG0UTo0

and ª] is
-F9  *29  *ABAA*C9 ¦ K«¥S }¥-FG0~TN01A

We remark here that if 9 is well typed and D¡:¢¬ , then
-F9GK2DL02¡ ¢ -F9GK«+0 . Hence, by applying the Sequential Noninterference Theorem repeatedly, we see that, for all  ,
the configuration reached from -X9GKPDL0 after  steps will be
equivalent to the configuration reached from -X9GKC£0 after 

is  , then DES ®DE-FG0UTN¡:¢¬¥S »¥-FG0~T .
is , then by rule (ASSIGN) > . Hence
DE-FG0E}¥-FG0 by Simple Security, so again

Now if
And if

Therefore

J

DES $DE-XG0~TF¡:¢¬¥S ¥-XG0~T~A

steps. Hence, as we claimed above, the two executions
make exactly the same assignments to variables, at the
same times.
Now we change our focus from the execution of an individual thread 9 , which is deterministic, to the execution
of a pool of threads q , which is a Markov chain. Our
first thought, given the Sequential Noninterference Theorem, may be that if q is well typed and D¡:¢O , then -Xq)K2DL0
and -Xq)K«+0 give rise to the same (i.e. isomorphic) Markov
chains. But this isn’t quite right. For example, suppose that
q is Yr;b-N¼® ? V01K½s;-N¼®,01 . If is
 , then memories / and B®\ are equivalent.
But running q from B¾+ gives a Markov chain with
4 states: -Xq)KB¨G0 , -Us¿-N(À,01KB$¨+Y0 ,
-UYrg-F; ? V01KB®\G0 , and -UK[$Á\Y0 ; and
running q from BÀÂ\ gives a Markov chain with 5
states: -Xq)K[3Ã\G0 , -Us¨-FÁ,5Y0«OK[BÃY0 ,
-UYrÃ.-FÁÄ ? Q0«OK[BÅ"Y0 , -UOK[;Å"Y0 , and
-UK[ÆÂ+G0 . Note however that the last two states,
-UK[Ã"Y0 and -OK[B¼Ç+G0 should be considered
equivalent; thus we might feel that the two Markov chains
are basically the same after all.
Formally, what we need is to construct a quotient Markov
chain. That is, given a Markov chain with state set È and
an equivalence relation ¡ on È , we’d like to form a new
Markov chain ÈL{B¡ whose states are the equivalence classes
of È under ¡ . But when is this possible? Kemeny and
Snell, who refer to the issue as “lumpability”, identified the
needed condition long ago [7, p. 124]:

]o¡ ¢ ª] .
J

Case skip. In this case ] J is -X9  *C9  *BAABA[*29¦KPDL0 and ª ] is
-F9  *29  *ABAA*C9¦OKC£0 . So ]o¡:¢Oª] .
Case if  then 9 2 else 9 P . If y
 , then by Simple SecuJ
rity DE-XY0);¥-FG0 . Hence ] and ª] both choose the
same branch. That is, either
J

and

] 3-F9 2  2* 9  *29  *ABAA[*C9¦¬KPDL0

ª ] -F9 C  C* 9  *C9  *BAABA*29B¦OKC+0[K

or else
J

and

] 3-F9   2* 9  *29  *ABAA[*C9¦¬KPDL0

ª ] -F9 P  C* 9  *C9  *BAABA*29B¦OKC+0[A

J

]N¡ ¢ ª] .

So

If  doesn’t have type , then if 9  is typed by the first
rule (IF), then we have that 9 2 and 9  both have type
J
 cmd  for some  . Therefore, whether or not ]
J
and ª ] take the same branch, we have ] ¡ ¢ ª ] .

And if 9  is typed by the second rule (IF), than it gets
type  cmd  . But, by rule (COMPOSE), this means
that 9  *29  also has type  cmd  . This in turn implies
that 9  *C9  *C9  has type  cmd  , and so on, until we
get that 9 has type  cmd  . So, since 9;© here,
this case has already been handled.

Case while  do 9 2 . As in the case of if, if ( , then
by Simple Security DE-FG0z¯¥-FG0 . Hence the
two
J
computations stay together. That is, either ]
-F9  *29  *ABAA*C9¦OKPDL0 and ª]V-F9  *29  *ABAAB*29¦OK«+0 , or else
J

If É  ¡É  , then for each equivalence class Ê , the
probability of going from É  to a state in Ê is the
same as the probability of going from É  to a state
Ë
Ë
in Ê :

] 3-F9 2  * while  do 9 2  2* 9  *29  *ABAA*C9¦OKPDL0

ÌÍÎ

and

So

J

ª ] 3-F9 C  * while  do 9 C  C* 9  *C9  *BAABA*29B¦¬KC+0[A

6QÏPÐ Ì 

ÌÍÎ

6VÏUÑ Ì

(Here 6VÏ2Ð Ì denotes the probability of going in one step from
É  to Ò in the original Markov chain.) In this case, we can
define the transition probabilities for È{¥¡ as follows: the
probability of going from equivalence class Ê to equivalence class Ó , denoted 6 Î¥Ô , is ÕÖ ÍÔ 6 Ì Ö , where Ò is any element of Ê ; the above condition says exactly that the choice
of Ò makes no difference. Within computer science, this

] ¡:¢Oª ] .

If  doesn’t have type , then by rule (WHILE) we have
that 9  L cmd  . As in the case of if, this implies
that 9b¬ cmd  , so this case has again already been
handled.
9

idea later appeared in the work of Larsen and Skou [8], who
(noting the analogy to bisimulation) introduced the name
probabilistic bisimulation for such an equivalence relation
¡ . In more recent work, Hermanns [5] includes a lengthy
discussion of probabilistic bisimulation, and Sabelfeld and
Sands [9] apply it to probabilistic noninterference.
The key property of ÈL{¡ is this [5, p. 49]:

The new semantics says, in effect, that a completed thread
remains alive, wasting processor time.5 With this change,
we can now prove what we want:
Theorem 4.9 ¡:¢ is a probabilistic bisimulation on the set
of global configurations.
Proof. Suppose that -Xq)K2DL02¡ ¢ -Xq]tKC+0 and suppose that
dom -tq!0 and dom -Xq]N0 are Yr  K2r  KABAABK2r¶ØV . Then -Xq)K2DL0
and -Xq]tK«+0 can each go to  (not necessarily distinct)
global configurations, -Xq  K2D  0 , -Xq  KPD  0 , . . . , -tq Ø K2D Ø 0 ,
and -Xq ] K«  0 , -Xq ] K«  0 , . . . , -tq Ø ] KC Ø 0 , each with probability G{Y , where -Xq K2D 0 and -tq] KC 0 denote the global
c
c
c c
configurations reached by choosing thread r . Now, since
c
q#-Fr 02¡:¢Oq]~-Xr 0 , we have by the Sequential Noninterferc
c
ence Theorem that -Xq KPD 02¡:¢I-tq] KC 0 for all l . This imc
c
c c
plies that the probabilities of reaching any equivalence class
from -tq)KPDL0 or from -tq]XK«+0 are the same.

Theorem 4.8 Suppose that ¡ is a probabilistic bisimulation. Then for each starting state É , equivalence class Ê ,
and integer  , the probability that È , starting from É , will
end up in a state in Ê after  steps is equal to the probability that È{¡ , starting from S ÉT (the equivalence class of É ),
will end up in state Ê after  steps.
Now, returning to our specific system, we want to define a probabilistic bisimulation, which we’ll still call ¡:¢ ,
on the set of global configurations -tq)KPDL0 . Under the (more
restrictive) type system of [13], it would suffice to define
-Xq  KPDL0C¡:¢V-tq  KC£0 iff q  ®q  and D¡:¢¬ . But here we
need a looser notion, since (as discussed above) the executions of a well-typed command 9 under two equivalent
memories D and can be quite different. Roughly, we want
to have -tq  KPDL0C¡ ¢ -tq  KC£0 if D¡ ¢ and q  -Frw02¡ ¢ q  -Frw0 for
all r . But actually q  and q  could have different domains,
since changing the values of  variables can affect the running time of well-typed commands. So we’d like to say that
q  can have extra threads in it, so long as they have type
 cmd  , (and similarly for q  ). Unfortunately, this won’t
work within our framework of probabilistic bisimulation,
because the transition probabilities will not be the same in
this case. For example, if q  5Yr$L-N¼01Ksa skip 
and q  (YrR£-Nz01 , where  is , then -Xq  K[B#+Y0
goes to -KB)\G0 with probability 1, but -Xq  K[B#+Y0
goes to the equivalent configuration -Bs$ skip K[yY0
with probability only Y{" .4
So to get a probabilistic bisimulation, we need a stronger
definition that requires equality of domains:

Finally we can argue that well-typed programs satisfy
probabilistic noninterference: if q is well typed and D¡ ¢ ,
then -Xq)K2DL02¡ ¢ -Xq)KC£0 . Hence, by Theorem 4.8, the probability that the variables have certain values after  steps is
the same when starting from -Xq)K2DL0 as when starting from
-Xq)K«+0 .

5 Conclusion
The new type system allows probabilistic noninterference to be guaranteed for a much larger class of programs
than previously permitted. In particular, there seems to be
hope that the system might not be too hard to accommodate
in practice, since any threads that involve only  variables
or only variables are automatically well typed.
As in previous work, we have assumed that program execution is observable only internally; with external observations of running time, timing leaks are certainly possible, because protected commands won’t really execute in
one time step. However, if a program is well typed without the use of protect, then it seems possible in principle to
allow external observations, except that our simple timing
model is unrealistic. For example, our semantics specifies
that / ? and skip each execute in 1 step, which seems
to require an implementation that wastes a lot of time. Agat
[2] has recently attempted to tackle external timing leaks in
the realistic setting of Java byte-code programs, which requires the consideration of a host of delicate timing issues,
such as caching.
On the other hand, if we are concerned only with internal timing leaks, then we don’t really need such precise

Definition 4.3 -Xq  2K DL02¡:¢V-Xq  «K +0 if dom -tq  0¸ dom -Xq  0 ,
q  -Frw02¡:¢q  -Frw0 for all rRM dom t- q  0 , and D¡:¢O .
And, regrettably, we have to change our rule (GLOBAL) to
prevent the thread pool domain from ever changing:
(GLOBAL)

q#-Frw0d9
-F9GK2DL01%VHWD^]
6yG{+8 q|8
u
-Xq)KPDL0 ^v}-Xq#S r>

skipT~KPD^]_0

q#-Frw0d9
-F9GK2DL01%VH-F9[]tK2D^]i0
6yG{+8 q|8
u
-Xq)KPDL0 ^v}-Xq#S r>/9]×T~KPD^]_0

5 Also note that we actually have to do some summing in our ²OÙ Ú
relation, since now it may be possible for ÛoÜ¸ÝF¹¬Þ to reach Û_ÜwµFÝF¹µoÞ in more
than one way; see [9, p. 202].

4 Note that intuitively there is no information leakage here; it’s just a
question of one program running more slowly than the other, which is not
observable internally.
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timings. In particular, if doesn’t matter to us how much
time »Ç ?
and skip actually take, so long as rule
(GLOBAL) is implemented faithfully, which means simply
that the scheduler randomly picks a new thread after each
computation step. Of course, doing scheduling with such
fine granularity would appear to involve high overhead; it
remains to be seen whether acceptable performance could
be achieved with such a scheduler. This needs more study.
In other future work, it would be desirable to find a
weaker notion of probabilistic bisimulation that would allow our original rule (GLOBAL) to be used. Also, it would
be useful to investigate type inference for the new system,
presumably using the approach of [12]. Finally, it would
be valuable to integrate cryptography into the framework
of this paper by using a weaker notion of noninterference
based on computational complexity; some preliminary steps
in this direction have been made [14, 11].
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